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Nearly all cases involve responsive documents that contain personally identifiable or confidential information 
that must be redacted prior to production. Traditional practices require individuals to sift through documents in a 
review tool and manually create the redaction. This process is tedious, cost-consuming and can result in mistakes 
that waive privilege, lead to fines or worse.  There is a better way! 

Built into Relativity®, AutoRedaction by LDiscovery automatically finds and redacts sensitive words, phrases and 
patterns—like social security numbers and credit cards. Experience the streamlined approach that speeds up 
review, lowers the cost of redactions and reduces the risk of producing sensitive information.  
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Avoid Costly Mistakes
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Speed Up Review 
AutoRedaction accelerates the process by applying thousands of 
redactions in minutes, saving time and money.  

Avoid Costly Mistakes 
Our automated approach helps ensure you do not miss a critical 
redaction and promotes consistency across your documents. 

Adapts to Your Workflow 
It is available when you need it, whether at the beginning of a review 
or right before document production. 

Defensible 
Full history, built-in QC workflow and audit trails validate results. 
Modify, delete and bulk-undo as needed. 
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Built into Relativity’s Interface

To get you started quickly, 
AutoRedaction contains an 
extensible library of words, 
phrases, and patterns that 
are associated with personally 
identifiable and sensitive 
information.

Redactions can be automatically tagged with descriptive 
labels that identify the reason for the redaction. Once 
complete, you can quickly navigate through redaction 
decisions to perform quality control. 

• Applies redactions based on words, phrases, or 
patterns that indicate sensitive information

• Library of words, phrases, and patterns 
provided to get you started right out of the box

• Customizable redaction labels for easy 
identification

• Full Relativity audit history available

• Real-time feedback on the status of 
AutoRedaction jobs within Relativity

• Bulk or granular rollback of redactions

• Flags risky documents for eyes on review

• An easy and streamlined quality control 
process 
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